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E�cient
Compared to other ovens with the same capacity, the Kopa grill oven has an important advantage – it saves on energy and operating costs. If you use e.g. 
an outdoor grill, you would use 45% more charcoal. Furthermore, using high-quality charcoal makes Kopa grill ovens more e�cient than comparable electric 
or gas ovens.

Speed
We made sure that grilling in the Kopa grill oven saves you at least 30% of time compared to grilling on an open charcoal grill. Just to illustrate, a medium-rare 
4 centimetre beef steak weighing 350g will take you only 4 minutes to prepare. 

An all-rounder
Kopa combines a grill with an oven to make it possible to prepare many di�erent dishes. The temperature is kept constantly high, helping you quickly cook 
meat, �sh and vegetables that taste excellent.
It is also suitable for pizzas, �atbread and dishes in pans.
 
Quality manufacture
The steady radiation in the oven interior makes the charcoal distribute heat quickly and evenly, which gives the dish substantial consistency. The quality of 
the Kopa grill oven’s innovative construction is seen in all its products through distinct texture, tempting aroma and excellent taste.
 
Easy to operate
When starting a �re in the Kopa grill oven, the heat is regulated with the two hatches. Open both when igniting the kindling; after you reach the desired 
temperature, close the bottom hatch and regulate the heat with the top hatch. It’s as easy as that. You can constantly monitor the temperature with the 
gauge on the oven door. t
 
Ergonomically friendly
In a busy kitchen with long working hours, opening and closing the oven door is not just a detail. We developed a special system that allows you to open 
and close the door safely with only one �nger. The insulation not only signi�cantly reduces heath risk, but it also prevents heating of the surrounding 
area. The cook is spared unbearable heat, reducing and stress is reduced and consequently helping him to concentrate on preparing food.

Elegantly functional
The modern and elegant design of the Kopa grill oven is reason enough to proudly show it to your guests. Stainless steel and the enamelled colour front 
guarantee the shine and durability of the paint despite the high temperatures. Its exterior is not only beautiful - it’s also functional. We focused on simplicity 
of design, which allows you to use the oven without spending a lot of time on installing it and breaking it in. The oven does not require a special chimney. 
Just place it under a kitchen vent, because it has an anti-spark attachment, which also absorbs most of the soot.

 

KOPA SUMS UP ITS QUALITIES INTO ADVANTAGES WHAT IS KOPA?
 
 
Kopa is the perfect combination of grill and oven. Controlled smoul-
dering of the charcoal inside the grill oven prevents �ames from 
breaking out, which is why the surface of the food isn’t scorched, 
and the high-quality insulation system allows you to prepare 
succulent dishes quickly with a unique BBQ aroma. Our 
products are the end result of a highly technological 
process, with economical energy use and an elegant 
design at an a�ordable price. We provide various 
optional extras to help you adapt your Kopa 
adapt to your demands and combine with 
other high-end kitchen equipment to form 
the complete image of a modern kitchen. 
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Two grill oven models are available in four di�erent colour 
variations. You can also choose from a wide variety of kitchen 
equipment and adapt your grill oven model to your wishes 
and demands. 

OUR OVENS

Get to know other models of Kopa 300.

http://kopaoven.com/en/home/content/ovens-oven300

Get to know other models of Kopa 400.

http://kopaoven.com/en/home/content/ovens-oven400

Kopa 300 is the base model of the grill oven, designed especially for kitchens with 
limited space. It requires no additional gas or electric installation or a special chim-
ney extension - you could simply place it on a counter under a kitchen vent. Its ca-
pacity is 50 covers, with the same quality process and design as the bigger model.

Kopa 400 is the biggest model of Kopa grill ovens, and is intended for bigger profe-
ssional kitchens with high food output. Its capacity is 90 covers. The size of Kopa 400 
o�ers enough space for two racks and allows for di�erent dishes to be prepared on 
two levels.

Outer shell made of Stainless steel       Enamelled front cover      600° C Kopa analogue thermometer       Built-in ash tray      Drip tray for fat      Heat-resistant stainless steel door handle 
Grill rack made of stainless steel      Fully adjustable air vents
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WE TAKE QUALITY SERIOUSLY 
 
We strive for high quality. All materials are carefully selected and only the best are used. Our work is distinguished by reliability
and a high rate of repeatability, which is achieved with the use of laser and robot technology and with attention to detail. We 
value durability, which is why we do our best to design products that will serve you for many years.
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